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Abstract
Objective. The purpose of this studywas to performpreliminary pre-clinical tests to compare the
dosimetric quality of two approaches to treatingmoving tumors with ion beams: synchronously
delivering the beamwith themotion of amoving planning target volume (PTV)using the recently
developedmulti-phase 4Ddose delivery (MP4D) approach, and asynchronously delivering the ion
beam to amotion-encompassing internal tumor volume (ITV) combinedwith rescanning.Approach.
We created 4Doptimized treatment planswith proton and carbon ion beams for two patients who
had previously received treatment for non-small cell lung cancer. For each patient, we created several
treatment plans, using approaches with andwithoutmotionmitigation:MP4D, ITVwith rescanning,
static deliveries to a stationary PTV, and deliveries to amoving tumorwithoutmotion compensation.
Two sets of planswere optimizedwithmargins or robust uncertainty scenarios. Each treatment plan
was delivered using a recently-developedmotion-synchronized dose delivery system (M-DDS); dose
distributions inwater were compared tomeasurements using gamma index analysis to confirm the
accuracy of the calculations. Reconstructed dose distributions on the patient CTwere analyzed to
assess the dosimetric quality of the deliveries (conformity, uniformity, tumor coverage, and extent of
hotspots).Main results. Gamma index analysis pass rates confirmed the accuracy of dose calculations.
Dose coverage was>95% for all static andMP4D treatments. The best conformity and the lowest lung
doseswere achievedwithMP4Ddeliveries. Robust optimization led to higher lung doses compared to
conventional optimization for ITVdeliveries, but not forMP4Ddeliveries. Significance.We compared
dosimetric quality for two approaches to treatingmoving tumorswith ion beams.Ourfindings
suggest that theMP4D approach, using anM-DDS, provides conformalmotionmitigation, with full
target coverage and lowerOARdoses.

1. Introduction

Almost 290 000 people in theUSAwere diagnosedwith lung or pancreatic cancer in 2019 (Siegel et al 2019). Of
these, over 40%were diagnosed at late stages, and 5 year survivorship was only 15% for late-stage lung cancer
and 8% for late-stage pancreatic cancer, respectively. Low survival rates are thought to be due, in part, to
difficulty in treating these cancers (Eley et al 2015). Several prospective clinical trials have revealed that, for some
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cancers, proton and ion beam therapies reduce the risk for treatment complications compared to photon
therapies (Schulz-Ertner et al 2007,Malouff et al 2020). Carbon ion and proton therapy have been used to treat
deep-seated tumors,moving tumors, and certain radioresistant tumors (Schlaff et al 2014,Mohamad et al 2017).
One such radioresistant tumor, early-stage non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), respondswell when treated
with stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT). In contrast, late stageNSCLC treatments with photons have
not demonstrated a clinical advantagewith dose escalation (Chi et al 2010, Bradley et al 2015), and severe normal
tissue complications have been seen in over 20%of cases (Tucker et al 2019). Proton and heavier ion beams have
also proven advantageous relative to photon beams in cases where tumors are located near critical organs
(Shipley et al 1995). These ion beams have emerged as effective treatments for some thoracic tumors (Liao et al
2018).

Considerable attention has been paid to studying the physical aspects ofmethods to treatmoving tumors
with radiation beams, particularly with photon beams (Wang et al 2013, Brandner et al 2017), but alsowith ion
beams (Bert et al 2017). Approaches used in the clinic include immobilization such as breath hold (Hanley et al
1999) and abdominal compression (Lin et al 2017), free breathingwith expanded safetymargins such as the
internal target volume (ITV)method (Shih et al 2004), free breathingwith respiratory-synchronized beam
gating (Giraud et al 2013), and rescanning (Bert et al 2009). Several well-characterizedmethods exist for
monitoring respiration, including chest wallmotionmonitoring, surgically implanted radiopaque fiducial
markermonitoring (Seppenwoolde et al 2011) and transmission photon imaging techniques (e.g.fluoroscopy).
Evenwith these approaches, poor clinical outcomes have persisted, partly due to the dose distributions in the
tumor and normal tissue being compromised by or requiring largemargins due to tumormovement (Bert et al
2017,Meijers et al 2020).Motionmitigation strategies have not yet fully exploited the technical aspects of ion
therapy, such as sharp gradients and fast pencil beam scanning, to deliver conformal,motionmitigated beams.
To overcome these limitations, two approaches have emerged: sparing surrounding healthy tissue by
minimizing tumormotion during active delivery and synchronizing beamdelivery to tumormotion. To date,
only a few prototypes have explored the latter approach (Saito et al 2009, Graeff et al 2013, Eley et al 2014,
Graeff 2014). These early studies revealed promising preclinical results, but also revealed that the treatment
planning and delivery processes were generally complex,machine specific, and fraught with obstacles on the
path to translate them to clinical practice. Also, knowledge of the differences in dosimetric performance of these
approaches was incomplete.

Further, the literature is replete with studies that explored the superior conformity and theoretical
radiobiological advantages of carbon ion therapy regarding tumor control (Weber et al 2009, Grun et al 2015,
Dokic et al 2016, Chi et al 2017). It has also been suggested that conformity is evenmore important in treatments
with dose escalation (Mohamad et al 2017,Malouff et al 2020). Both radiobiological advantages and conformity
are especially important for late-stage cancers, which are often radioresistant, such as pancreatic tumors and
stage III/IVNSCLC (Schlaff et al 2014). Recent clinical outcome studies have suggested that conformal carbon
ion therapy results in superior complication-free survival as compared to SBRT for stage II/III NSCLC (Shirai
et al 2017) and for pancreatic cancers (Liermann et al 2020), due to the radiobiological advantages of carbon ion
beams, but few clinical studies have been performed on treating late-stage lung cancers with ion therapy. A
clinical outcome study at theNational Institute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS) revealed that conformal carbon
ion therapy resulted in nearly 55%overall survival at two years (Anzai et al 2020). These results are promising,
but the approach appears suitable only for patients withminimal changes to the respiratorymotion trajectory. A
treatment planning study (Eley et al 2014) revealed that the beam tracking approach achieved superior
dosimetric results, but introduced a high degree of technical complexity that have hindered efforts to translate
the technique to clinical practice. It was not known if the dosimetric advantages of beam tracking could be
obtainedwith a simpler approach that ismore amenable to clinical translation.

The objective of this pre-clinical studywas to assess the dosimetric quality of amotion-synchronized
treatment delivery approach, calledmulti-phase 4Ddose delivery (MP4D).We compared results fromMP4D
deliveries to those fromunsynchronized approaches for treatingmoving tumors.We evaluatedMP4D
separately for proton beams and carbon ion beams using image sets from two patients who had previously
received radiotherapy. Calculationswere verified againstmeasurements using twomotionmitigation strategies.
We assessed plan quality in terms of dose conformity, uniformity, and tumor coverage.

2.Materials andmethods

In this study, we compared the dosimetric quality achieved bymotion compensated approaches with proton and
carbon ion beams. These approaches were ITV-based rescanning andMP4D (Graeff 2014, Lis et al 2020). For the
convenience of the reader, we briefly review the previously developedmethods formotionmitigation (Lis et al
2020) and treatment planning (Wolf et al 2020) that are used in this study.We also describe the experimental set-
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up, aswell asmetrics used to characterize and compare treatment plans.We compared the relative performance
of thesemotionmitigationmethods in terms of dosimetric quantities. The results frommotionmitigations
approaches were compared to static deliveries without targetmotion (to estimate the best achievable results) and
deliveries with targetmotion and nomotion compensation (to estimate themagnitude of dose degradation
caused by anatomicalmotion).

2.1.4D treatment planning
Weused a research treatment planning systemdeveloped at GSIHelmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung
GmbH (GSI), called TRiP4D (Richter et al 2014). This treatment planning system extends TRiP98 (Krämer et al
1997, Krämer et al 2000) to consider patientmotion during the treatment planning process. Specifically, 4DCT
imageswere utilized to create a conformal, 4D optimized treatment plan using eachmotion phase. In this study,
two forms of 4D-optimized treatment planning and delivery approaches were used: conformal treatment plan
libraries forMP4Ddeliveries, and ITV-based plans for rescanned deliveries.

2.1.1.MP4Dplans
In order to create anMP4Dplan, or a library of treatment plans, one 3D sub-planwas optimized on each of the
respiratorymotion phases contained in the patient 4DCT image sets (introduced as ‘4D-rescanning’ in Graeff
et al (2014)). Each of these sub-planswere initially optimized separately to the entire prescription dose. Two
forms of optimizationwere used for theMP4D sub-plans. First, conventional optimizationwas performed on a
geometrical planning tumor volume (PTV)with 3 mm isotropicmargins. Second, a robust optimizationwas
performed on a clinical tumor volumewith±3.5% rangemargins (to incorporate uncertainties inHounsfield
units in theCT images) and 3mmshifts in all cardinal directions (to consider tumor position uncertainties)
(Wolf et al 2020), for a total of 9 scenarios in each optimization. After optimization, the number of particles in
each beam spot was scaled by aweighting factor, such that the total absorbed dose of the plan librarywas equal to
the prescribed dose (Wolf et al 2020). The library of optimized andweighted sub-plans was then utilized together
as a singleMP4D treatment plan.

2.1.2 ITV-based plans with rescanning
For comparison, ITV-like planswere generated on the 4DCTby optimizing a single plan simultaneously on all
themotion phases of the patient 4DCT image sets (Graeff 2014,Wolf et al 2020). For conventional optimization,
marginswere considered on each 4DCTmotion phase. For robust optimization, the 9 uncertainty scenarios
described abovewere generated on eachmotion phase of the 4DCT image sets. This sequence incorporated
motion-induced range changes into the treatment plan, alsowithin the PTVmargins or the position shift
scenarios of the robust optimization. Both conventionally and robustly optimized planswere createdwith 10, 15
and 20 rescans tomitigate heterogeneities due to tumormotion (Bert et al 2009). Additionally, planswere
created for deliveries to static PTVs andmoving PTVswithoutmotion compensation (interplay) by optimizing
the entire treatment plan on the referencemotion phase (end-exhale) of the 4DCT images.

2.1.3 Treatment planning rationale
Wedigress briefly here to explain the rationale for the treatment planning process used in this study, which is
radically simplifiedwhen compared to clinical practice. This studywas designed as a proof of principle, and is
not representative of actual patient treatment. Two simplifications were afforded for this study to facilitate direct
comparisons of various treatment strategies. Specifically, each treatment plan contained only one beam
orientation, and dose constraints were not applied toOARs during the treatment planning optimization process.
The primary goal of the treatment plans created for this studywas to assess how tumor coverage is impacted by
motion, and all treatments were designed to be substantially similar in that regard. The second goal of this study
was to characterize howmuch normal tissue sparing could be improvedwith theMP4D treatment approach.
The treatment planswere prepared on the basis of absorbed dose (not RBE-weighted absorbed dose) so that dose
distributions could be directly comparedwith one another andwith corresponding confirmatory
measurements. An equivalent interpretation is that we used anRBE-weighted absorbed dose obtained by
applying a generic, uniformRBE of unit value to all tissues for all endpoints.We purposefully avoided variation
ofmany potentially confounding factors thatmight have hindered the direct comparison of dosimetric sparing
of normal tissue. These include treatment factors, such as beamorientations, numbers of beams used, absorbed
dose, absorbed dose rate, fractionation, and optimization of treatment plans using biological-response-
corrected dose instead of absorbed dose.Host factors include tissue- and endpoint-specific RBE values, irregular
intrafractionmotion, and inter-fraction anatomical changes. Once theMP4D treatment approach has been
shown to substantially reduce absorbed dose in healthy tissues, these other treatment and host factors will need
to be evaluated.
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2.2. Treatment delivery
TheMP4Dmotionmitigation delivery strategy was to synchronize the delivery of the treatment plan libraries
described above to themotion of amoving target. To accomplish this, we used a recently developedmotion-
synchronized dose delivery system (M-DDS) (Lis et al 2020), reviewed here for the convenience of the reader.
TheM-DDS extends the dose delivery system (DDS), whichwas originally developed and is currently used
clinically at theNational Center forOncologicalHadrontherapy (CNAO, Pavia Italy) and atMedAustron
(WienerNeustadt, Austria), in twomajorways, namely, to provide integratedmotionmitigation capabilities
and to contain the necessarymodularity to operate atmultiple accelerator facilities. Specifically, theM-DDS is
available for research studies at the radiotherapy research beamlines at CNAOand atGSI (Lis et al 2020). The
system is embodied by a portable crate that contains eight electronicsmodules. Eachmodule is afield
programmable gate array (FPGA) that is dedicated to controlling one ormore dose-delivery functions. These
functions include transfer of beamdelivery data (loading and sending of delivery information), monitoring
beam intensity,monitoring beam spot position, controllingmagnetic scanning of the beam,monitoring target
motion and synchronizing it with beamdelivery, interfacing with the accelerator timing system, initiation and
termination of the irradiation, and various safety functions (Lis et al 2021). Themotionmitigation features are
implemented in two of thesemodules. The FPGAmodules are commercial units (PCI Extensions for
Instrumentation Express (PXIe), National instruments, Austin, Texas). The hardware and software interfaces to
the accelerator control systemswere developed in house (Lis et al 2020).

TheMP4D approach requires continuousmonitoring or prediction of the tumormotion in real time. The
continuousmotion signal is used to select the corresponding discretemotion phase from the library of phase-
specific treatment sub-plans. The beam spots from the treatment plan corresponding to the currentmotion
phase are delivered in their planned sequence until a change in themotion phase is detected. The next
corresponding treatment plan is then selected, and beam spots are delivered starting at the locationwhere the
deliverywas suspended in the previous plan. This is repeated until all beam spots in the iso-energy slice (IES) are
delivered. The process continues until all IES have been delivered.

2.3. Patient characteristics
The treatment plans in this studywere created from10 phase 4DCTs of a patient (Patient 1) from theUniversity
of TexasMDAndersonCancer Center inHouston, Texas and another (Patient 2) from theChampalimaud
Centre for theUnknown in Lisbon, Portugal. Patient 1was a 59 year old female, diagnosedwith T2N2M1
adenocarcinoma and treatedwith SBRT. Patient 2was an 83 year oldmale, diagnosedwith stage 4NSCLC and
was treatedwith single fraction radiotherapy. The tumor volume for Patient 1was 260 c.c., located in the left
lower lobe of the lung at 75mmphysical depth in the reference phase. The peak-to-peakmotion from the
4DCTswas estimated at 22mm. The tumor volume for Patient 2was 54.0 c.c., andwas located in the right lower
lung lobe, near the chest wall. The peak-to-peakmotionwas estimated to be 19.5mm. Treatment plans for
Patient 1were deliveredwith both carbon ions and protons, and treatment plans for Patient 2were delivered
with protons. Patients with large tumormotion amplitudes were selected to severely test and comparemotion
mitigation approaches. That is, neither the selected patients nor the treatment planswere intended to be
representative of typical clinical treatments.

2.4.Measurements and reconstructions
Before dose distributionmeasurements began, we performed quality assurance procedures within the available
beamtime, including relative dosimetry using themethods described by Luoni et al (2020).Measurements
included dose output constancy, and beam spot stability. Dosimetry procedures are further described by Lis et al
(2021). The detector used in this studywas calibrated according to the protocols described elsewhere (Stelljes
et al 2015, Lis et al 2021).

Wemeasured dose distributions using an ionization chamber (IC) array detector (Octavius 1500 xdr; PTW,
Freiburg, Germany). The IC array detector was placedwithin a 5 mm thick polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
plastic holder andPMMA slabs were placed in front (Lis et al 2020). Eachmeasurement with the IC array
detector was repeated three times, with the IC array detector placed at threewater equivalent depths
corresponding to the distal,middle, and proximal ends of the PTVor target volume: 72mm, 96mm, and 110
mm for Patient 1, and 95mm, 107mm, and 121mm for Patient 2. The phantomsweremounted on top of a
computer-controlledmotorized linear stage (M-414.2PD; Physik Instrumente (PI)GmbH,Karlsruhe,
Germany), whichwas programmed tomovewith a uni-axial projection of themotion from the patients’ 4DCTs,
thusmimicking respiratorymotion.

The delivered dose distributions were reconstructed onto awater cube (to verify dose calculations against
measurements) and onto the 4DCT images (to project clinical outcomes). The reconstructions were performed
by parsing the delivered dose data logfiles from theM-DDS andmotion information frommotion logfiles (Lis
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et al 2020), which provided information on the position of each delivered beam spot and of the position of the
detector. Thefile informationwas then reformatted into the TRiP4D treatment plan format. TRiP4Dwas then
used to calculate the absorbed dose distributions of the reconstructed treatment plans inwater and on the 4DCT
images. Dose reconstructions on the patient 4DCT images were used to assess dosimetric quality.

2.5.Data analysis and comparisons of dose distributions
Measured absorbed dose distributions were comparedwith delivery reconstructions and planned absorbed dose
distributions inwater using a generalized gamma index analysis. The gamma index analysis was performed to
confirm the accuracy of the planned and reconstructed absorbed dose distributions, both of whichwere
calculated. Datameasuredwith the IC array detector was comparedwith planned and reconstructed
distributions, calculated on awater box phantom (Stelljes et al 2015). Pass criteria of 3%dose difference and 3
mm local distance to agreement were applied in all cases. Gamma index pass rates of>90%were considered
acceptable.

The ideal dosimetric characteristics of successfulmotionmanagement are high uniformity, tumor coverage,
and conformity, as well as the absence of hotspots. Each of thesewere assessed fromdose volume histogram
(DVH)data derived fromdose distributions from treatment plans or dose reconstructions on the patient 4DCT
images. Thefirst of these, dosimetric uniformity, was assessedwith the homogeneity indexHI=D5−D95where
D5 andD95 are the percent of the prescription doses that cover 5% and 95%of the PTV, respectively (Marks et al
2010). AnHI of 0% is ideal. Target dose coverage is the relative volume of the PTV that receives at least 95%of
the prescription dose, and it is represented byV95. AV95 of 100% is ideal and 95% is commonly considered
clinically sufficient target coverage of the prescription dose (Lambrecht et al 2018). The extent of hotspots or
overdose,V107, is the relative target volume that receives over 107%of the prescription dose, and 0%V107 is
ideal. Finally, dose conformity number (CN) is calculated by =CN V V V V ,T p T T p p, ,·/ / whereVT p, is the
volume of the target which receives a dose that is greater than or equal to the prescription dose,VT is the volume
of the target, andVp is the volume in general that receives a dose that is greater than or equal to the prescription
dose (Wilson et al 2019). It was used to assess the degree of conformity of the irradiated volume to the target
volume. The ideal value onCN is 100%, but this is rarely achieved in practice.

Figure 1.A summary of gamma index analysis results formulti-phase 4Ddeliveries (MP4D), ITV-based deliveries with 15 rescans,
interplay and static deliveries to awater phantomwith criteria of 3%dose difference and 3mmdistance to agreement. Carbon ion
deliveries are represented in red for Patient 1 and proton deliveries are represented in green for Patient 1 and in blue for Patient 2.
Gamma index analysis results comparing planned dose distributions tomeasurements are represented as circles, while results
comparing reconstructed logfile dose distributionsmeasurements are represented as triangles. Dose distributionswere reconstructed
to awater phantom.
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Weomitted dose constraints on normal tissues during the plan optimization process to facilitate
comparisons between delivery approaches. However, to confirm that the resulting plan libraries were still
clinically realistic, DVHs for lung and heart volumeswere compared to the quantitative analyses of normal tissue
effects in the clinic (QUANTEC)dose criteria (Marks et al 2010). The selected criteria were recalculated to the
used fraction size using the EQD2-formalism (Lambrecht et al 2018). Themean absorbed dose for symptomatic
pneumonitis in the lungwas<12Gy for 2.5Gy fractions, which is expected to have a 10% complication rate,
and a lungV20<30%.Only the affected lungwas evaluated. For the heart,mean dosewas evaluated and aV30
<46%was considered for pericarditis, which is expected to have a complication rate of<15%. The parameters
were calculated for static,MP4Ddeliveries, and ITV-rescanned deliveries reconstructed on the patient 4D-CT,
or its reference phase in the case of static delivery.

3. Results

All planswere optimized to aV95 of 100%on the nominal 4DCT, orV95>95% in all robustness scenarios.
Static planswere evaluated prior to delivery on the reference phase of the 4DCT.MP4D, ITV rescanned and
interplay planswere evaluated in 4D-dose calculation on the full 4DCT. In this calculation, interplay effects were
suppressed by equally distributing particles to all phases, or by fully delivering theMP4Dplan to its intended
phase. This dose is used as planned dose in the following.

3.1. Assessment ofmotionmitigation strategies
Weassessed the dosimetric quality ofMP4Ddeliveries with protons and carbon ions and compared the
corresponding results from ITV-rescanned deliveries, static deliveries, and interplay deliveries, using themetrics
described in section 2.1.

First, we used the generalized gamma index analysis (Wilson et al 2019) to calculate the agreement between
the IC detector arraymeasurements and planned dose distributions inwater. The purpose of comparing
measured and planned dose distributionswas to quantify the impactmotion-related dose defects. Figure 1 plots
gamma index pass rates for static, interplay, ITV-based deliveries with 15 rescans, andMP4Ddeliveries towater.
Similar analyses were performed for ITV-based deliveries with 10, 15 and 20 rescans, using carbon ions. Pass
rates for deliveries for 10 and 20 rescans were below 90%,with 10 rescans showing residual interplay and 20
rescans exceeding the permissible scanning speed. ITV-based deliveries with 15 rescanswere selected for further
studywith protons.Moreover, low pass rates were found for interplay deliveries due to the significant dose
heterogeneities produced by interplay effects in the absence ofmotionmitigation. The pass rates for theMP4D
deliveries especially for carbonwere relatively lower than ITV and static deliveries, due to incomplete gating, as
described further below.

Second, we quantified the agreement between reconstructed andmeasured dose distributions using the
generalized gamma index analysis (figure 1). An example of the data used for analysis is given infigure 2. The
purpose of comparingmeasured and reconstructed dose distributionswas to validate the accuracy of the dose
reconstructionmethod. Pass rates were generally higher for reconstructed andmeasured dose distributions than
theywere for planned andmeasured dose distributions. The results for static, interplay, and ITVdeliveries with
15 rescans were>90% for 38 out of 44 experiments. For a gamma criterion of (3mm, 4%), all reconstructed
doses had a pass rate>90%. The average pass rates for theMP4Ddose reconstructions was approximately 11%
higher than the gamma index analysis results for the planned dose distributions for carbon ion dose deliveries.

Figure 2.Themeasured dose on thematrix IC detector is superimposed on the reconstructed dose towater, each square represents a
detector element, from left to right forMP4D, ITV-rescanned, and static delivery. To guide the eye, the high dose region of the static
reconstruction has been added as a black contour to all cases. It should be noted that the ITV closelymatches this contour, but has a
larger fall-off region, whileMP4D intentionally does notmatch this contour inwater.MP4Dplans are optimized on the ranges of the
patient CT andwill onlymatch theCTV contour on this CT.
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This suggests that the differences between planned and delivered dose distributions weremainly due to an
experimental problemof incomplete beamgating through radiofrequency knockout (RFKO) rather than an
inherent limitation of the conformal,MP4D approach. (The incomplete gatingwas a performance defect of the
delivery system thatwas addressed subsequent to the completion of the experimental portions of this study.)
Thiswas confirmed by assessingmeasured particle counts during incomplete beam gating. Incomplete gating
increased the delivered carbon ions by up to 9%more thanwere called for in the treatment plan. For protons,
this effect was not fully resolved, but showed a lower impact. Gamma pass rates forMP4Dwere still lower than
for ITVdeliveries, whichmay be partially caused by the gating issue.

Fromdose reconstructions on the patient 4D-CTs,DVHdatawas used to calculate four dosimetric quality
metrics: conformity number (CN) and homogeneity index (HI), dose coverage (V95) and overdose (V107) for
each delivery. Results are summarized in table 1 andfigure 3. TheMP4D approach generally provided favorable
outcomes, however, delivery artifacts (with incomplete beamgating) compromised carbon ion delivery results.
The average CN for theMP4Ddeliveries was 49.2%, which aremore conformal than ITV-rescanned (39.3%)
and static deliveries (42.4%). Note that the conformity was in general lower for Patient 2, as the tumor volume
was smaller and the relative volume of themargins increased.V107 results were 0.0% for static deliveries and
below 2% for ITV-rescanned deliveries. In contrast,MP4Ddeliveries showedV107 values of up to 60% for

Figure 3. Selected delivery qualitymetrics, fromdose-volume histogramdata, including (A) dose coverage, V95, (B) conformity, CN,
the (C) overdose, V107, and (D) homogeneity,HI, for carbon (Patient 1: red) and proton (Patient 1: green, Patient 2: blue) plans, for
multi-phase 4D (MP4D) deliveries, ITV-based deliveries with 15 rescans, interplay, and static deliveries. Conventional 4D optimized
deliveries are represented as circles and robust 4Doptimized deliveries are represented as triangles. Dose reconstructions were
performed on patient 4DCTs.

Table 1.Table of average result values for dose volume histogram (DVH)metrics for patients 1 and 2, evaluated from reconstructed dose on
the patient CT. Static deliveries to a static target,multi-phase 4Ddeliveries (MP4D), and ITV-based rescanning deliveries weremadewith
carbon ion and proton beams. Refer to figure 3 for an appreciation of delivery uncertainty.

DVHmetric
Patient 1 Patient 2

Delivery strategies
Static MP4D ITV rescanned

Static MP4D ITV rescanned

Ion Proton Carbon Proton Carbon Proton Carbon Proton

Number of experiments 6 3 5 5 6 2 6 6 5

D95 (%) 98.7 99.3 97.1 98.2 95.2 98.2 98.4 96.3 95.3

V95 (%) 100 100 99.7 98.5 95.6 99.4 99.9 98.8 95.7

V107 (%) 0 0 0 54.5 1.3 2.4 0.1 0.2 1.5

CN (%) 50.6 53.3 58.7 58.6 47.2 50.6 26.9 31.9 25.3

HI (%) 2.5 3.4 6.3 23.6 9.6 7.6 3.1 7.9 9.3
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carbon ions, likely due to incomplete beam gating.While this decreased the dosimetric quality for theMP4D
deliveries, the overdose was concentrated in the target, and the conformity from carbon ion beamswas still
superior to the conformity of ITV-rescanned deliveries. Interplay deliveries also contained hotspots due to
motion interplay effects (V107=26.5%). Similarly, HI results for static and ITV-rescanned deliveries were, on
average, below 10%,whileMP4Ddeliveries were as high as 30% for carbon ion deliveries. In contrast,MP4D
proton deliveries, whichwere delivered at higher speeds and required less beam gating, resulted in substantially
more favorable values ofV107 andHI. The dose coverage,V95, was within typical clinically acceptable ranges for
all deliveries, and average (minimal)V95 values were 99.9% (97.0%), 100% (99.8%) and 100% (87.0%), for
MP4Ddeliveries, static deliveries, and ITVdeliveries with 15 rescans, respectively. The conventionally
optimized rescanned-ITV deliveries with protons for Patient 1 showed significantly lower target coverage than
other ITV irradiations, likely due to their smaller rangemargins compared to robust optimization. Broadly, this
finding reveals thatMP4Ddelivery resulted in themost conformal dose distributions, with a sharper dose fall off
than in the ITV rescanned deliveries butwith hotspots in the target.

3.2.DVHcomparisons for delivery strategies
Log-file reconstructions for the different ions and delivery strategies were analyzed for Patient 1 by assessing
DVHdata. Doses to twoOARs, the heart and the normal tissue of the affected lung, were compared for each of
the delivery strategies, see figure 4 and table 2. Representative DVHs of Patient 1 for both ions to the target
volume and to theOARs are shown infigure 5, for static deliveries,MP4Ddeliveries, and ITV-based deliveries
with 15 rescans. In all cases, acceptable target coveragewas achieved, but, for bothmotionmitigation strategies,
lung sparingwas greater for carbon ion deliveries. Lung and heart doses were highest for ITVdeliveries with 15
rescans and lowest forMP4Ddeliveries. However, forMP4Ddeliveries with carbon ions, hotspots due to
radiation leakage through the RFKOgating system compromised the dose delivery results to the PTV andOARs,
resulting in higher doses to regions of the heart. Carbon ion deliveries also had additional dose to the heart due to
the fragmentation tail. Robust optimization resulted in higher exposure of heart and lung, especially for Patient
1, due to the larger rangemargins of the robustness scenarios. This was not the case for robust optimization in
MP4D,were rangemargins are possibly smeared out over the subplans in eachmotion phase. The robustness
analysis outcome of the planned doses showed the same full target coverage ofV95>95% in all scenarios for all
plans, regardless of planning strategy, showing that the robust optimizationwas functioning inMP4D in spite of
themore conformal dose. The exactmechanismneeds to be better understood in further studies.

OARdoses were lower forMP4Ddeliveries compared to both static and ITVdeliveries. Differences in the
heart doses were smaller, but the lung showed a strong dose reduction for both patients and ions compared to

Figure 4. SelectedOARmetrics for the heart (panel A:V30, B:mean dose) and the lung (C:V20,D:mean dose), for carbon (Patient 1:
red) and proton (Patient 1: green, Patient 2: blue)plans, formulti-phase 4D (MP4D) deliveries, ITV-based deliveries with 15 rescans,
interplay, and static deliveries. Conventional 4D optimized deliveries are represented as circles and robust 4Doptimized deliveries are
represented as triangles. Dose reconstructionswere performed on patient 4DCTs.
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Table 2.OARmetrics calculated for a 2.5Gy fraction dose to a full dose of 60Gy for comparison toQUANTECdata. All data are given asmean (max), for the number of data points see table 1, for an appreciation of the distribution, see
figure 4.Data in violation ofQUANTEC criteria is printed in bold.

DVHmetric
Patient 1 Patient 2

Delivery strategies
Static MP4D ITV rescanned

Static MP4D ITV rescanned

Ion Proton Carbon Proton Carbon Proton Carbon Proton

LungV20 (%) 30.0 (34.9) 22.2 (22.3) 22.6 (23.9) 12.9 (13.2) 34.6 (39.3) 24.2 (27.4) 12.9 (15.7) 10.9 (11.4) 16.7 (18.1)
Lungmean dose (Gy) 8.4 (10.1) 6.6 (6.6) 6.2 (6.7) 3.8 (3.8) 9.9 (11.6) 6.9 (8.1) 3.7 (4.5) 3.0 (3.1) 4.7 (5.2)
Heart V30 (%) 17.3 (23.3) 24.3 (24.3) 10.7 (10.9) 11.4 (11.5) 18.0 (23.5) 20.5 (27.5) 0 0 0

Heartmean dose (Gy) 5.0 (6.5) 8.1 (8.1) 3.1 (3.2) 4.8 (4.8) 5.0 (6.4) 7.2 (8.7) 0 0 0
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the ITVdelivery. Coronal and sagittal planes for each delivery are shown infigure 6, showing the reduced field
size ofMP4D in themain SImotion direction.

We assessed the delivery reconstructions for compliance toQUANTEC clinical dose criteria to the lung and
heart for a course of 2.5Gy fractions to a full dose of 60Gy, see table 2. Patient 2 showed no dose to the heart and
low lung exposure due to the location and smaller size of the tumor. For Patient 1,OARdoses were higher in
general, and lungV20was in violation ofQUANTEC criteria for all calculations except for the carbonMP4D
delivery. It should be noted that we scored only the affected lung, the opposing lung sawno dose in all cases. All
other evaluated parameters for heart and lungwere below the constraints, withMP4Ddoses showing the lowest
values.

Figure 5.Plots of the volume doses to the target volume (green lines), the heart (red lines) and lung (blue lines) of Patient 1 for 2.5Gy,
deliveredwith carbon ions (represented a dashed lines) and protons (represented as solid lines) to static, 10-phasemulti-phase 4D
deliveries and ITVwith 15 rescans (from top to bottom), reconstructed from log files on the patient 4DCTs (DDD).
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4.Discussion

In this study, we investigated the dosimetric quality from two approaches to treatingmoving tumors:multi-
phase 4Ddeliveries and ITV-based deliveries with rescanning.We retrospectively delivered patient plans to
moving phantoms using bothmethods, with proton and carbon ions, and demonstrated the new,MP4D
approach yielded superior dosimetric quality compared to other delivery approaches. Themajorfinding of this
work is that theMP4D approach can be effective atmitigating tumormotion, and potentially reducing the risk of
treatment side effects. The specific results of this study suggest that the higher conformity ofMP4Ddeliveries,
combinedwith the sharper dose falloff of carbon ion therapy can bemaintainedwhen tumormotion is
effectivelymitigated, resulting in greater tissue sparing than other approaches. As expected, the lateral fall-off of
carbon ionswas sharper than that of protons, resulting in less lung exposure. Conversely, the carbon ion
fragment tail led to a higher heart exposure for the chosen field geometry.MP4Ddose reduction is strongest in
themainmotion direction, but also reduces range overshoot as evidenced by lower heart doses. The hotspots
seen in this study for carbon ion deliveries were largely due to defects in the gating system rather than limitations
of theMP4D approach.

The implication of this study is thatMP4Ddeliveries, based on 4Doptimized plan libraries, appears to be a
promising approach to achieve the necessary dosimetric quality and outcomes, compared to othermotion
mitigation strategies with ion beams. These pre-clinical results are preliminary in nature and part of a larger
effort to develop and validate amodularM-DDS.

Figure 6.Coronal and sagittal planes of dose reconstructions on a 4DCT.Deliveries with (a) carbon ions and (b) protons are shown for
static deliveries to a stationary target, ITV-based deliveries with 15 rescans, and 10-phasemulti-phase 4Ddose deliveries (MP4D).
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This work is thefirst reported implementation of aDDSwith integrated capabilities for conformal,MP4D
deliveries of scanned ion beams. The results of this study are comparable to previouswork inmotionmitigation
studies at GSI, and to delivery results formotionmitigation at theNIRS. AtGSI, carbon ion planning studies
have been performed to predict the dose delivery quality ofmotionmitigation strategies, including 4D-
rescanning (here referred to asMP4D) and beam tracking (Graeff and 2014 2014). The reported results at GSI
were aV95 of 98.5%, 72.5%, 99.4% and 98.5% for static, interplay, 4D rescanning and tracking plans,
respectively. In comparison, we predicted average values ofV95 of 100%, 98.5% and 99.4% for static deliveries,
ITV-based deliveries with 15 rescans, andMP4Ddeliveries, respectively. As thework byGraeff et al (2014)was a
treatment planning study, additional uncertainties, including residualmotion and noisy particle delivery rates
were not factored in. AtNIRS, phase-controlled rescanning is used alongwithfluoroscopically gated deliveries.
Typical dosimetric quality results listed byMori et al (2014)wereD95>95%. Reported limitations included the
inability tomodify delivery in response to significant changes to the tumor baseline. Finally, we created and
delivered both robust and conventionally optimized treatment plans for this study. For these single field
deliveries, themost visible difference was a higherOAR exposure in robust optimization, whichwas notably
absent inMP4Ddeliveries. A lower target coverage in conventional ITV-rescanned compared to robust plans
might be indicative of the need of additional rangemargins.

This study has several strengths. First, themethods for assessing dosimetric quality are commonly used at
ion therapy clinics, including CNAOandNIRS (Hara et al 2014,Mirandola et al 2015). This facilitates
reproducing our results at other centers. Additionally, this study uses a portable andmodular device (M-DDS),
described in detail by Lis et al (2020). This will be important to address open research questions regardingmore
effectivemethods for tumormotion compensation. For this purpose, theM-DDShas severalmotionmitigation
strategies integrated into amodular unit, including gating, ITV-based rescanning, tracking andMP4D
deliveries. TheM-DDS is also available at bothCNAOand atGSI for research onmotionmitigation. The
M-DDS is a version of theDDSused clinically at CNAOandMedAustron, withmodification formotion
mitigation, so the clinical safety features from the original DDS are in place. Safety and performance assessments
have been performed on themotion additions of theM-DDS (Lis et al 2020), and the plan libraries forMP4D
deliveries described in this study have been delivered to phantoms at CNAO. Finally, the results of this work
show that theMP4D approach is versatile enough to deliver both proton and carbon ions conformally and
results in outcomes that are above the clinical standards. This presented strategy can be extended to other ion
species, including helium ions and radioactive ion beams (Dokic et al 2016) and can be usedwith both
synchrotrons and cyclotrons.

One limitation of this study is that it considered only two patient image sets and a limited number of
treatment plans. However, this is not a serious limitation because, with themethods and infrastructure we have
nowdemonstrated, additional studies were initiated and are underway to generate additional data that aim to
inform the process of translating theM-DDS from the laboratory to the clinic. Additionally, theMP4Ddeliveries
were performed under ideal respiration, in the absence of uncertainties due to irregularmotion, such as
variations in the breathing cycle patterns and an imperfect correlation between themotion signal and the actual
targetmotion. Amore exhaustive study on the benefits of conformalmotionmitigationwith carbon ions and
protonsmust still be performed. Another limitationwas that the RFKOextraction gatingmethodwas not fully
tuned atGSI, resulting in significant hotspots in the dose distributions for theMP4Ddeliveries. Ideally, we
would have delivered these plans at a clinical facility as well, where fastmagnets dump the beam entirely during a
gate. Nevertheless, the contributions of the leakage particles were quantified, and the datawas analyzedwith
consideration of the contributions to the dose distributions. Another limitationwas that the carbon ion plan
libraries were optimized using absorbed dose rather than biological doses. This would have increased the
complexity of the carbon ion deliveries, but alsowould have further increased the peak to plateau ratio for these
deliveries. Previous treatment planning studies (Graeff 2017) and experiments (Gemmel et al 2011) have shown
our capability to incorporate RBE in 4D-plans.We opted for homogeneous, directlymeasurable absorbed doses
in this study for the sake of experimental simplicity and comparability. In future studies, wewill investigate
motionmitigationwith RBE-weighted, physically inhomogeneous doses, asmust be applied in clinical practice.
This is especially true for the assessment ofOARdoses, where a direct comparison to the constraints as
performed here should be treated as indicative results, whichwill change in a complexway if RBE-weighted
doses are applied. For example, the overall peak-to-plateau ratiowill increase, and thus lead tomore conformal
delivery. In contrast, the dose tail region typically has a highRBE, which could increaseOAR exposure. Further
investigation on the therapeutic gain of carbon ions forNSCLC tumors are beyond the scope of thismanuscript.

This study is part of a larger project to develop amodular,motion-synchronizedDDS for clinical use. In the
next stages, several of the limitations of this study, noted above, will be addressed. For example,MP4Ddeliveries
will be performedwith irregularmotion, and theM-DDSwill be expanded to correct for changes in the detected
motion trajectory (so-called ‘corrective tracking’) and to accept diverse forms ofmotion trajectory information,
including 3Ddisplacement vectors. TheM-DDSwill later be transferred toCNAO for pre-clinical testing.
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5. Conclusions

The results of this work support that themulti-phase 4Ddose delivery (MP4D) approach can deliver ion beam
treatments with favorable treatment quality compared to othermotionmitigation approaches. TheM-DDS
used in this work ismodular, portable design that has a variety ofmotionmitigation strategies incorporated.
Compared to ITV-based deliveries with rescanning, theMP4D approach ismore conformal, potentially
resulting inmore favorable treatment outcomes.
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